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sell tickets, and get paid." The press release
emphasizes that the partnership "continues
to provide an improved experience for music
artists and fans." Announcing the renewal of

the agreement to use PledgeMusic’s
professional platform, the two companies
state that “this is the beginning of a new
chapter for us, as we continue to grow

together and the partnership will strengthen
with the increased focus on artist content

and promotion.” The agreement covers the
music industry’s fastest growing segment:

live entertainment, offering artists, fans, and
venues a new way to connect to provide

supporters with a fan and artists experience
and a venue and brand experience through a
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service that delivers tickets, exclusive
content, and fan engagement. PledgeMusic
and Pledgemusic will continue to operate
independently and retain their respective

responsibilities. “All good things must come
to an end,” says PledgeMusic CEO Jonathan
Dick. “I think it’s fair to say that the music
industry is in a bit of an unusual state right
now. We’re in an era where artists and fans

are looking for new ways to connect and
form relationships and PledgeMusic is in the

ideal place to meet this demand. We’re
honored and excited to be working together
with Pledgemusic. We’re very much looking

forward to what the future holds.”“We’re Not
Afraid of the Sea”: A Hawaiian Cultural
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Heritage Tour Hawaiian cultural heritage The
islands of Hawaii are a melting pot of

cultures. Sixteen original Native American
cultures inhabited this vast archipelago, and

that number doesn’t include the many
Indigenous peoples who arrived there and

Hawaii’s ensuing European and Asian
migrations. This rich diversity and relative

isolation have allowed much of Hawaii
c6a93da74d
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